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D is for Doodling
Inspiration for Stylish Patterning
Chellie Carroll
Keynote
D is for Doodling is a modern take on doodling and design, with gorgeous
graphic-style artwork to inspire the imagination.

Description
D is for Doodling is a modern take on doodling and design, with gorgeous
graphic-style artwork to inspire the imagination.
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From a starting point of simple shapes and outlines, you can produce striking, stunning art
as you embellish, decorate, colour and complete the page.
On the opposite page, a beautiful image provides patterns and techniques for inspiration.
Each themed section is accompanied by an inspiring quote; chosen from an international
array of writers on topics such as trees, mountains and flowers.

Sales Points
A modern take on doodling and design in a gorgeous, graphic style, D is for Doodling
will inspire the imagination
In this uniquely stylish book, readers are given a starting point of simple shapes and
outlines which they can embellish, decorate, colour and complete — producing striking,
stunning results
These starting points are paired on each spread with a beautiful image that provides
patterns and techniques to inspire doodlers
Each themed section is accompanied by an inspiring quote chosen from an international
array of writers on topics such as trees, mountains and flowers
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Beginning her creative career as a designer working on projects for the launch of
Playstation 2 and BBC 3, C hellie C arroll turned to illustration full time in 2000.
C hellie has worked for C adburys, Kelloggs, C ancer Research and Readers Digest
amongst others. She works primarily with computer-based vector line images and has a
flair for intricate zen-tangle drawings - many of which have featured in Relaxing Art
Therapy, A Calming Colouring Book for Kids and both Colour and Art Therapy Greeting
Cards.
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